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Ways to Integrate Knowledge in Machine Learning
➤ Augment training data

➤ Determine the learning architecture（hypothesis set）

➤ Calibrate the machine learning output

➤ Supervise model training (considered)

◼ Generate data by demonstration

◼ A!en$on mechanism in transformer

◼ Refine the predicted results by consistency check

◼ Pseudo label Generation

◼ Image pre-processing (cropping, flipping, scaling )

◼ Knowledge distillation

◼ Neural architecture based on knowledge graph

◼ PAC-Bayesian Learning◼ Weakly-supervised learning ◼ Learning using Privileged Knowledge 

◼ Learning to solve PDEs
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Overview
➤ A novel proof of convergence jointly determined by labels and knowledge.

➤ Generalization bound related to the imperfectness.

➤ A metric to measure the imperfectness of knowledge and labels.

➤ Effects and benefits of integrating knowledge. 

➤ Sampling complexity of informed learning under different settings.

➤ A design of a generalized informed training objective. 



Convergence of Informed Learning by Wide Neural Networks 
➤ Inapplicability of current convergence analysis of wide neural networks

➤ The concept of smooth sets and a new data-separability assumption

◼ multiple supervisions. ◼ Strong data separability assumptions.
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Figure 1. Illustration: Smooth sets 
discretize the input space.
If an input 𝑥 belongs to a smooth set 
𝑘, then
||𝑥 − 𝑥!" || ≤ 𝜙, ||𝑥 − 𝑥#"|| ≥

$
%
, ∀𝑗 ≠ 𝑘.

◼ Data separability assumption (Informal):  At initialization,  for each smooth set 
𝑘, and each sample 𝑖 in this smooth set, neurons at last hidden layer satisfy 
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➤ Convergence Theorem

Theorem 1 (Informal): When the network width 𝑚 is large enough and the
size of smooth sets 𝜙 is small enough, if the data separability assumption
is satisfied, after enough training rounds, the informed training risk 0𝑹𝐈(𝑾)
converges to the effective risk 0𝑹𝐞𝐟𝐟(𝑾) plus a small error 𝜖, and the network 
output 𝒉𝑾(𝒙𝒊) converges to effective labels  𝒚𝐞𝐟𝐟,𝒌(𝒙𝒊)

◼ Effective label: for the 𝑘th smooth set, effective label is defined to 
minimize the total risk in the smooth set:



Generalization and Effects of Knowledge
➤ Definition of imperfectness (Informal)

➤ Generalization Bound (Informal)

➤ Effects of Knowledge

◼ Knowledge imperfectness
𝑄& = 𝑅(ℎ,∗ ) ℎ,∗ : op$mal neural network  purely supervised by knowledge

◼ knowledge regularized label imperfectness.

𝑄. = 𝑅(ℎ/,1∗ ) ℎ/,1∗ : op$mal neural network supervised by labels and 
knowledge regulariza$on with regulariza$on strength 𝛽

Training loss Knowledge-regularized 
label imperfectness

Knowledge imperfectness

Error from data finiteness

◼ An explicit regularization for label-based supervision.

◼ A (possibly imperfect) supplement for labels.

With convergence assumptions satisfied and small enough 𝜙, the population risk 
is bounded with probability at least 1 − 𝑂 𝜙 − 𝛿 as



A Generalized Training Objective
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➤ Generalized Informed Training Objective

Label-based supervision Knowledge supervision for 
regulariza;on

Knowledge supervision for 
data supplemen;ng

◼ Introduce another hyper-parameter 𝛽 to control the knowledge regularization strength. 

➤ Generalization Bound (Informal)

Training loss Knowledge-regularized 
label imperfectness

Knowledge imperfectness

Error from data finiteness

◼ Take-aways: generalized informed risk is more flexible to adjust how much knowledge is incorporated 
when it plays different effects  (𝜷 to adjust knowledge regularization, 𝝀 to balance the two effects ).  

With convergence assumptions satisfied and small enough 𝜙, the population risk is bounded with 
probability at least 1 − 𝑂 𝜙 − 𝛿 as



Sampling Complexity
Theorem of sampling complexity (Informal): 
To achieve a popula-on risk less than 𝜖.

Sampling complexity for labeled data: 𝑛"=0; 
Sampling complexity for Knowledge-supervision: 𝑛%∼ 𝑂(1/(𝜖* − 𝜖+))

➤ (a) Knowledge is nearly perfect. (𝑸𝑲 ≤ 𝝐)

Sampling complexity for labeled data: 𝑛"∼ 𝑶 𝟏
𝝐
− 𝟏
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Sampling complexity for Knowledge-supervision: 𝑛%∼ 𝑶 𝟏
(6:6%)7$
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➤ (b) Knowledge is imperfect (𝑸𝑲 > 𝝐), but labels are good enough ( 𝝐
𝑸𝑲
+ 𝝐

𝑸𝑹
≥ 𝟏).

➤ (c) Knowledge and labels are both of low quality ( 𝝐
𝑸𝑲
+ 𝝐

𝑸𝑹
< 𝟏).

A generaliza$on error less than 𝜖 cannot be achieved.

Labels are usually more expensive.
Only use knowledge supervision 
when knowledge is very good.

The incorporaBon of knowledge is 
equivalent to 𝑶(𝟐/(𝝐𝟏.𝟓 𝑸𝑲 ) −
𝟏/(𝝐𝑸𝑲𝟐 )) labeled samples

A requirement for knowledge and label 
imperfectness to achieve low risk.
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